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S
pontaneous attraction, also known as
spontaneous adhesion or stiction,1 is a
common but sometimes overlooked

phenomenonamongvariousnanostructures
such as nanowires,2�8 carbon nanotubes
(CNTs),9 graphene,10 and nano/microelectro-
mechanical systems (NEMS/MEMS).1,11�14 In
fact, the bending, collapsing, or stiction in-
duced during device fabrication or operation
often leads to unreliability such as poor

device performance and even failure. For
instance, irreversible stiction is considered to
be amajor failuremode in NEMS/MEMS,14�16

and the distortion of geometrical symmetry
affects electron transportation properties
or optical absorption in ordered nanowire
arrays.17,18

Understanding the mechanism of spon-
taneous attraction on a quantitative level is
critical for the fabrication of nanostructures
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ABSTRACT

Spontaneous attractions between free-standing nanostructures have often caused adhesion or stiction that affects a wide range of nanoscale devices,

particularly nano/microelectromechanical systems. Previous understandings of the attraction mechanisms have included capillary force, van der Waals/

Casimir forces, and surface polar charges. However, none of these mechanisms universally applies to simple semiconductor structures such as silicon

nanowire arrays that often exhibit bunching or adhesions. Here we propose a simple capacitive force model to quantitatively study the universal

spontaneous attraction that often causes stiction among semiconductor or metallic nanostructures such as vertical nanowire arrays with inevitably

nonuniform size variations due to fabrication. When nanostructures are uniform in size, they share the same substrate potential. The presence of slight size

differences will break the symmetry in the capacitive network formed between the nanowires, substrate, and their environment, giving rise to electrostatic

attraction forces due to the relative potential difference between neighboring wires. Our model is experimentally verified using arrays of vertical silicon

nanowire pairs with varied spacing, diameter, and size differences. Threshold nanowire spacing, diameter, or size difference between the nearest neighbors

has been identified beyond which the nanowires start to exhibit spontaneous attraction that leads to bridging when electrostatic forces overcome elastic

restoration forces. This work illustrates a universal understanding of spontaneous attraction that will impact the design, fabrication, and reliable operation

of nanoscale devices and systems.
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and nanodevices. Explanations have included disper-
sion forces (van derWaals/Casimir forces),5,11�14,16,19�22

capillary force,11,12,22�28 and electrostatic force gener-
ated by surface polar charges.4 These studies give a
rather diverse picture, and many mechanisms either
are not completely understood or only applicable in
special circumstances. The van der Waals and Casimir
attractive forces are very short-ranged, typically insig-
nificant if the nanostructures are spaced beyond 50 nm
apart29 (see also Supporting Information Figures S1
and Figure S2), thus could not explain the longdistance
attraction among nanostructures.4,6,8 Capillary force
induced by solvent evaporation can explain bunching
of nanostructures during drying but only applies in
humid environments14 or devices involving aqueous
processing.23,26,28 The polarized surface model30 relies
on the unique wurtzite structure of ZnO nanowires.
More generally, self-attraction is also commonly ob-
served on other materials such as silicon5 and GaAs6

that lack any of the above characteristics. Therefore, a
more universal governingmechanism for spontaneous
attraction remains to be explored.
In this article, we propose a universal capacitive force

model based on the size variations and therefore
variations in self-capacitance inherent to most fabri-
cated nanostructures. In practice, although nanostruc-
tures are often surrounded by multiple structures of
similar sizes, we would like to focus on two neighbor-
ing structures with the strongest interaction that will
render them predominantly attracting each other and
bending accordingly. This can mean, for example, two
free-standing nanowires that are close to each other.
We used high-aspect-ratio silicon nanowire (SiNW)
arrays as an example systemand performed systematic
experiments to verify our model for spontaneous
attraction. Spacing, diameter, and size difference are
varied for these vertically aligned nanowire pairs and
the experiments revealed the threshold dimensions
for causing or avoiding spontaneous attraction, which
agree very well with our model.

The mechanism behind the spontaneous bending
and bridging of the NW pairs can be expressed with a
simple capacitive force model, where the main source
of attraction is considered to be the electrostatic inter-
action caused by capacitance difference between nano-
wires. Semiconductor and metallic nanostructures are
typically anchored on a substrate to form a capacitive
and resistive network between them (Figure 1a). The
substrate carries a potential Vsub that originates from
the natural charge distribution.31�34 Its value and sign
depend on the nature of the substratematerial and the
processing steps. We focus on steady-state electro-
static forces and ignore all transient behaviors. We can
therefore ignore equivalent resistances here for sim-
plicity because resistance values only affect transient
behaviors, in other words, how fast or slow the network
reaches the steady-state equilibrium solutions. Voltage
reference (ground) is defined at very far away, which
experimentally could represent the metal instrument
chamber wall or a sample holder.
In Figure 1a, if the pair of nanostructures is symme-

trical, with the same self-capacitances (C1 = C2) and
equal substrate capacitances (C1�s = C2�s), the two
nanowire surfaces would have the exact same poten-
tial and there will be zero electrostatic force between
them. However, as no nanofabrication can yield atom-
to-atom precision in size variability across neighboring
structures, their capacitances are typically slightly dif-
ferent (C1 6¼ C2 and C1�s 6¼ C2�s), leading to a potential
difference between them (V1 6¼ V2), resulting in electric
field lines emanating from the higher potential surface
and terminating on the opposite surface. The resulting
attractive electrostatic force will cause bending once it
overcomes the mechanical restoration force of the
nanostructures. In our experiments, we use reactive
ion etched silicon nanowires as an example. The
equivalent capacitive circuit for a pair of nanowires
with nickel dots is shown in Figure 1b. The nickel dots
served as masks during the reactive ion etching (RIE)
process and were not removed from these SiNWs to

Figure 1. Capacitance force model. (a) Generic circuit diagram between semiconductor nanostructures in vacuum. C1 and C2
are self-capacitances; C1�s and C2�s are the capacitances between the nanostructures and substrate. C1�2 is the interactive
capacitance between nanostructures; V1 and V2 are the potentials on the nanostructures. (b) Capacitance force model for a
pair of vertical nanowireswith spacing d, radius r, and length L.Vsub is the substrate voltage from surface charges, and ground
is defined at a far away location from the sample, typically sample holders, instrument chambers, etc. CNi, CNi�Si, andCNi1�2 are
the capacitances on the SiNW with Ni dots on top. δr is the radius difference between the two nanowires. (c) Force diagram
between a pair of nanowires. Fe is the attractive capacitive force, and Fm is the repulsive elastic force. x is the displacement of
one of the nanowires.
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avoid any effect from capillary force during aqueous
processing. The small size variation between nano-
wires after fabrication leads to a difference in their
capacitances, including the self-capacitance of the
nickel dot CNi and the Schottky junction capacitance
CNi�Si between the nickel dot and the n-type SiNW.
Consequently, there is a potential difference δV be-
tween nanowires, creating an attractive capacitive
force that leads to spontaneous bending (Figure 1c).
Note that the inclusion of a Ni dot at the tip is not
necessary to generate attractive forces in generic
nanostructures (Supporting Information, Figure S3).
Detailed calculation is given for a pair of nanowires

with spacing d, radius r, radius difference δr, and length
L. The nickel dot has a self-capacitance CNi = 4πɛ0r,
where ɛ0 = 8.85 � 10�12 F/m is the vacuum permittiv-
ity. The Ni�Si junction capacitance can be readily
calculated from a standard Schottky junction model:
CNi�Si = C0πr

2, where C0 = ɛ/Xd is the capacitance per
unit area and Xd = (2ɛφi/qNd)

1/2 is the width of deple-
tion region. The n-SiNWs in our experiments have an
average doping concentration Nd = 5 � 1018 cm�3, a
built-in potential φi = 0.67 eV, and a dielectric constant
ɛ=11.68ɛ0.CNi�Ni = 4πɛ0r1r2/d is a very small capacitance
between Ni dots that only takes effect when nanowires
are very close. In our experimental demonstration,
since the substrate is electrically connected directly
to the pair of nanowires by the same semiconducting
Si material, the nanowire�substrate capacitances C1�s

and C2�s in Figure 1a are replaced by the Schottky
junction capacitance CNi�Si. The charges responsible
for the differential potential between the two nano-
structures are predominantly stored acrossCNi�Si in the
Ni tips. All these capacitances are dependent on the
nanowire radius r. When we assume there exists a
radius variance δr between two nanowires, this size
discrepancy will break the symmetry of capacitances
and create a potential difference δV shown below:

δV ¼ β 3 CNi � Si1 � CNi � Si2

CNi1 þ CNi � Si2 þ (βþ 1)CNi � Ni
VSub (1)

where β = (CNi2 þ CNi�Si2)/(CNi1 þ CNi1�Si1).
The capacitive attractive force created from this

potential difference is35

Fe ¼ δV
r(rþ δr)

rþ (rþ δr)

� �2 1

(d � 2x)2
(2)

where x is the displacement of nanowire tips
(Figure 1b). This is the attraction force that makes
nanowires lean toward each other. The vertical nano-
wire can be modeled as a cylindrical cantilever,34 and
the magnitude of this restoring force is proportional to
the displacement x:

Fm ¼ 3EI
L3

x ¼ 3πEr4

4L3
x (3)

where E = 175 GPa is the elastic modulus of SiNWs36

and I = (1/4)πr4 is the area moment of inertia for
cylindrical nanowires.
The nanowire pairs will begin to bend due to attrac-

tion, but whether they can bend all the way toward
each other and bridge together (creating a stiction) is
determined by the competition between the capaci-
tive attractive force and the repulsive elastic force, both
of which rely on various parameters of nanowires, such
as spacing, radius, and their size difference. For in-
stance, spacing d determines the initial capacitive force
and the maximum elastic force when nanowires are
permanently stuck together. The simulation in Figure 2
describes three different bending scenarios when only
the spacing is varied. The other parameters used in the
simulation are kept the same, consistent with an actual
sample fabricated for this study (r = 80 nm, L = 4 μm,
and δr = 10 nm). In order for a nanowire to bridge or get
in contact with one another, the capacitive force must
overcome the elastic force at all times (Fe > Fm for all
x< d), which requires the initial spacing to be sufficiently
small (d = 300 nm, red curve). However, as the spacing
increases to the threshold value (d= 400nm,bluecurve),
Fe and Fm will only intersect on a tangent at one
particular displacement x0 (generally x0 = d/3). At this
threshold, a small fluctuation in spacing or radius may
result in different outcomes. Lastly, when the spacing
goes wider than the threshold (d = 450 nm, black
curve), the capacitive force is always less than the
elastic force, and spontaneous bending will not be
favorable.
Besides spacing, the significance of other param-

eters can also be obtained from the equations for Fe
and Fm. Radius r affects not only various capacitances
but also themechanical stiffness of a nanowire; further-
more, radius difference δr and substrate voltage Vsub
determine the potential difference and thus the mag-
nitude of the attractive force Fe (Supporting

Figure 2. Simulation of the competition between capacitive
force (dashed curves) and elastic force (purple solid curve)
for bending (red), threshold (blue), and non-bending (black)
situations. The horizontal axis is the lateral displacement x
of the nanowire tip. The parameters used in the simulation
are r = 80 nm, δr = 10 nm, L = 4 μm, Vsub = 150 mV.
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Information, Figures S4 and S5). In order to further
explore the significance of each parameter and find
their experimental threshold value for nanowire bend-
ing, a series of controlled experiments are completed
and the results are discussed in the following section.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first evaluated the spacing dependence of spon-
taneous nanowire attraction. In the SEM images in
Figure 3a, all nanowires are fabricated with a length
of 4 μm and a radius of 80 nm, with a radius standard
deviation of (8.7 nm. From left to right, the spacing
between nanowire pairs increases from 300 to 550 nm
with an increment of 50 nm for each column.We found
that all the nanowires with spacing d e 350 nm are
bent and stuck in pairs, forming a nanowire bridge
structure. Some nanowires at d = 400�450 nm appear
separated, while they all become completely sepa-
rated or nonbending at d g 500 nm. To quantify our
observations, a column with more than 80% of brid-
ging nanowire pairs is defined as a “bridging column”.
Likewise, a “threshold column”means there are 20�80%
bridging nanowires, and a “nonbending column”
has most NW pairs separated (more than 80%). The
threshold value in this particular test is found between
d = 400 and 450 nm, which is very close to the theo-
retical threshold of d = 400 nm with our model
(Figure 2). It is clear that the spontaneous bending
favors smaller spacing because the capacitive attrac-
tive force drops quadratically over distance.
Notice that once the nanowires bend and form a

bridge, the junction will not be easily broken due to
the strongattraction causedbydispersion forces (vander
Waals force/Casimir force) at extremely small distance.
However, the long-range attraction that brings nano-
wires together is dominated by the capacitive force
because the magnitude of these short-ranged forces is
negligible comparedwith the elastic force at initial nano-
wire spacing of several hundreds of nanometers (for
details, see Supporting Information, Figures S1 and S2).

The second set of experiments examines the effect
of a different radius on nanowire spontaneous bend-
ing. Spacing and length of nanowires are fixed at
350 nm and 4 μm, respectively (Figure 3b), while the
radius varies from 80 to 170 nm. We define radius as
measured across the center of the nanowires since our
simulation (see Supporting Information, Figure S6) has
shown that, even in the case of nonuniform nanowire
diameters or tapered wires, the threshold calculated
for electrostatic bending is well approximated with a
uniform wire with the center or average radius. The
threshold value for the radius is found at 92 nm, where
nonbending nanowires begin to show up. In our
model, radius r plays a significant role in determining
not only the capacitances on a nanowire but also its
mechanical stiffness. Both capacitive and elastic forces
show very strong dependence on radius in eqs 2 and 3.
Notably, in Figure 3b, a small change of average radius
of 12 nm is enough to bring a completely different
result for bridging or nonbending.
To summarize these experiments, we plot in Figure 4

all experimental data points collected, categorized into
three groups: red hollow circles, blue solid triangles, and
black hollow squares represent nanowire pairs in the
bridging columns, threshold columns, and nonbending
columns, respectively. Similar to Figure 2, for each combi-
nation of spacing/radius, we can calculate and determine
fromourmodel of thebalancebetween Fe andFmwheth-
er the nanowire pair will be in a bridging/threshold/
nonbending category. In particular, for the threshold
condition, Figure 4 plots a combination of spacing/
diameter values (purple curve). This calculated thresh-
old curve describes the boundary between bridging and
nonbending configurations. In this simulation, δr =
8.7 nm is used because it is the experimental average
from the dependence tests. Note that there is only one
fitting parameter in our model, which is the substrate
voltage Vsub. By adjusting this parameter, we can fit the
observed threshold column data points (blue triangle)
with the theoretical boundary when Vsub = 150 mV,

Figure 3. SEM images with a 30� tilt angle, showing various parameter dependences of nanowire spontaneous attraction. All
scale bars are 2 μm. (a) Spacing dependence. From left to right, the center-to-center spacing between a pair of nanowires
increases from 300 to 550 nm,with 50 nm increments in each column. All nanowires have a radius of 160 nm and a length of 4
μm. (b) Radius dependence. All nanowires have the same spacing of 350 nm and the same length of 4 μm. The nanowire radii
are 80, 92, and 170 nm.
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which is consistent with the natural surface potential
measured from Kelvin probe microscopy literature31 for
our n-type silicon substrate (Nd = 5 � 1018 cm�3).
One key consideration in ourmodel for spontaneous

adhesion or stiction due to capacitive electrostatic
attractions is the inevitable size variations between
nanostructures. We can test the hypothesis using pairs
of nanowires with fixed radius and spacing, but with
varying degrees of radius difference δr. If δr is 0, there
will be zero capacitive force and no bending will occur.
A threshold minimum δr can be calculated from the
equations above. Nanowire bridging would be favored
if the actual experimental radius difference exceeds
that δr. A pair with very small δrwill havemuch smaller
attractive forces and will not bridge, whereas a pair
with the same dimensions but a larger variation δr will
bridge instead. The threshold δr can be easily calcu-
lated from our model. We carefully evaluated experi-
mental radius differences for nanowire pairs near
threshold columns from all samples and compared
them with their individually calculated threshold in
Figure 5. The data from experimentally bridging nano-
wires are shown with red dots, and the nonbending
ones are shown with black squares. Notably, most
bridging nanowires (84.3% of 32 bridging pairs) indeed
have a size difference larger than the threshold, and
the majority of nonbending nanowires (94.3% of 35
nonbending pairs) also follows the model because
their size difference is smaller than the threshold. The
consistency between the experimental data and the
model prediction in both Figure 4 and Figure 5 strongly
suggests that the principle mechanism for sponta-
neous attraction is the capacitive force induced by size
variations in nanostructures.
Additional experiments on size difference depen-

dence are also done with intentionally fabricated

Figure 5. Study of the radius difference dependence with
comparison between experimental data and simulation
results. δr is the experimental value of the radius difference
between each pair of nanowires. The deviation of the
experimental δr from the calculated threshold δr is shown
on the horizontal axis; the ratio between deviation and
experimental δr is shown on the vertical axis. Theoretically,
positive deviation (δr > threshold) leads to bridging and
negative deviation (δr < threshold) leads to nonbending.
The actual bending status for each experimental data point
is indicated by different colors: red dot for bridging nano-
wires and black squares for nonbending nanowires. Inset
table shows a summary of the number of samples and
statistical percentage that follow theoretical description.

Figure 6. Asymmetrical nanowirebending/bridgingofnano-
wires with a different radius. (a) Schematics for nanowire
attraction and asymmetrical bending. SEM images of asym-
metrical SiNW pair bending/bridging. (b�d) SEM image
showing the nanowires with same spacing of 560 nm and
length of 3.4μmin a “threshold column”. Bending is favored
for larger radius difference. (e,f) Twopairs of nanowireswith
larger size difference and same spacing of 660 nm and
length of 3.5 μm. The different radii are clearly marked on
the images. All SEM images are at 30� tilted angle. All scale
bars are 500 nm.

Figure 4. Experimental data compared with a simulation of
the NW bridging critical condition. Critical curve calculated
from the capacitive force model is shown as the purple
curve. Data points for nanowires in bridging, threshold, or
nonbending columns are represented by red hollow circles,
blue solid triangles, and black hollow squares, respectively.
The parameters used are δr = 8.7 nm, L = 4 μm; according to
experimental conditions, Vsub = 150 mV.
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asymmetrical nanowire pairs (Figure 6). Our model
states that the attraction between nanowires origi-
nates from capacitance difference caused by their size
variance. Therefore, a larger size difference should
produce a greater capacitive force that favors sponta-
neous bending. In contrast, nanowires with similar
sizes lack the required attraction force to bend and
should remain vertical. This prediction is confirmed
experimentally as shown in Figure 6b�e. On the one
hand, a controlled experiment in Figure 6e,f compares
two nanowire pairs carefully designed and fabricated
with the same spacing d = 660 nm, same length
L = 3.5 μm, but different ratios of radii (r1/r2). The radius
of the thinner nanowires is strictly controlled at the
same 50 nm to ensure the samemechanical properties
(elastic force), whereas the thicker nanowires are
93�103 nm in radius, giving the ratio of radii of 1.96
and 2.06 for each nanowire pair correspondingly. It can
be seen that a larger size difference indeed favors
nanowire bridging/bending, which is consistent with
the prediction of our model.
The variation of the attractive force Fe based on δr

also explains why in the threshold column some
nanowire pairs are beginning to bridge while the
others remain nonbending. A careful inspection on
the nanowires from a “threshold column” (Figure 6b)
indicate that here the nonbending nanowire pairs have
smaller radius difference (2 nm, Figure 6c) than the
bridging ones (24 nm, Figure 6d), despite having the
same spacing d = 560 nm, length L = 3.4 μm, and
intended radius of 93 nm. This difference in δr likely
comes from size variances in the patternedNi dotmask
sizes during e-beam lithography runs. Therefore, the

threshold column best illustrates how fabrication var-
iations, under certain conditions, may lead to drama-
tically different fates in terms of spontaneous adhesion
that ultimately may give rise to detrimental results.

CONCLUSION

We propose and experimentally demonstrate a uni-
versal mechanism for spontaneous attraction between
vertically aligned Si nanowires in terms of electrostatic
interaction caused by capacitance differences due to
fabrication size variations. Si nanowire pairs with varied
diameter, spacing, and radius variance were fabricated
using e-beam lithography and the RIE process, from
which the quantitative investigation of the critical
conditions for nanowire bendingwas performed. Small
substrate charges in the capacitive networkmay create
a bias and capacitive attraction force strong enough to
overcome the inherent mechanical restoring force and
cause stiction between opposing nanostructures with
size variations as small as 12 nm. The capacitive force
model provides guidelines for fabricating self-bridging
nanowire arrays for potential applications as a nano-
wire bridge biological sensor or bias-controlled vertical
nanomechanical switch. More broadly speaking, since
capacitive force is universal in most nanostructures,
this model is applicable to many other nanostructures
from bottom-up assembled nanowires,2,3,37 nano-
rods,7,17,38 CNTs,9,39,40 graphene10,41 to top-down fab-
ricated NEM devices.1,12�15,41 These results illustrate
the importance of nanofabrication precision and accu-
racy, which can be the determining element for the
success of scientific research or practical realization of
functional devices or systems.

METHODS
The vertically aligned silicon nanowires, in pairs, were fabricated

withelectron-beam lithographyand reactive ionetching inorder to
precisely control their spacing, diameter, and diameter difference.
First, n-type silicon (Ultasil corp. U-7838, N/Sb(1-1-1), resistivity
0.005�0.020 ohm*cm, with an estimated doping concentration
of Nd = 5 � 1018 cm�3) substrates were cleaned with acetone,
isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and DI water for 5 min with sonication. A
200 nm thickmethylmethacrylate (MMA) layer and a 200 nm thick
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) e-beam resist layer were de-
posited on a siliconwafer by spin-coating andbaked on a hot plate
at 180 �C for 90 and 120 s, respectively. Next, metal (nickel) dot
arrays with various spacings and diameters were patterned on the
silicon wafers by a JEOL 6400 SEM/NPGS e-beam lithography
system as RIE masks to fabricate nanowires. The pattern produces
agradual variation innanowire spacingwithan increment of 50nm
between each group. Different diameters were attained with
increasing dosages under 30 kV e-beam exposure. The patterned
film was developed in a 3:1 mixed solution of IPA and methyl
isobutyl ketone for 120 s. Afterward, a 50 nm thick nickel thin film
was deposited onto the wafers by a Themescal BJD 1800 e-beam
evaporator. In the lift-off process, PMMA and MMA were removed
with acetone, leaving the patterned nickel nanodots on top as
metal masks for the following RIE. RIE process was done using an
Oxford Plasmalab 100 RIE/ICP chamberwith amixedgas of SF6 and
C4F8. Vertically aligned SiNW arrays were formed after the un-
masked siliconwas etched away. Finally, the bending and bridging

of SiNW arrays were studied with a high-resolution scanning
electron microscope (FEI SFEG UHR SEM).
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